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Would not even load. My HTC Vive system is usually rock-solid, all my other 80+ titles work fine. Tried reboots and resets of
headset, nothing worked. Skip this one.. This is still a really early version of an ambitious concept. It's a VR building program
focused on architecture, with wood, stone, and tile textures. I could see using it for art, or simple modeling. ( Request some
more unusual materials! ) The idea is to cooperate with other users online, plan out a building, or similar things. I assume that
there will be an export, so that you could use it as a guide for standard CAD progams. I guess the online multi-useer feature is
not active yet? In the fine print, it says a "subscription" will be required for that - that should be clearly mentioned.
http://archvirtual.com/immerse-creator/ We will see where it goes, you may want to wait for more features to be added. For
more game-like VR world building, try Anyland.. Would not even load. My HTC Vive system is usually rock-solid, all my other
80+ titles work fine. Tried reboots and resets of headset, nothing worked. Skip this one.. Would not even load. My HTC Vive
system is usually rock-solid, all my other 80+ titles work fine. Tried reboots and resets of headset, nothing worked. Skip this
one.. This is still a really early version of an ambitious concept. It's a VR building program focused on architecture, with wood,
stone, and tile textures. I could see using it for art, or simple modeling. ( Request some more unusual materials! ) The idea is to
cooperate with other users online, plan out a building, or similar things. I assume that there will be an export, so that you could
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use it as a guide for standard CAD progams. I guess the online multi-useer feature is not active yet? In the fine print, it says a
"subscription" will be required for that - that should be clearly mentioned. http://archvirtual.com/immerse-creator/ We will see
where it goes, you may want to wait for more features to be added. For more game-like VR world building, try Anyland.. This is
still a really early version of an ambitious concept. It's a VR building program focused on architecture, with wood, stone, and
tile textures. I could see using it for art, or simple modeling. ( Request some more unusual materials! ) The idea is to cooperate
with other users online, plan out a building, or similar things. I assume that there will be an export, so that you could use it as a
guide for standard CAD progams. I guess the online multi-useer feature is not active yet? In the fine print, it says a
"subscription" will be required for that - that should be clearly mentioned. http://archvirtual.com/immerse-creator/ We will see
where it goes, you may want to wait for more features to be added. For more game-like VR world building, try Anyland.
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